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THIS SILENT FOREST
WHO: Squirrel AKA Graeme
MacDonald (guitar/vocals), Jamie
Sturt (guitar/vocals), Kevin Smith
(bass/vocals), Iona Bain (cello/
vocals), Lesley MacDonald (violin/
keys/vocals), Iain Stewart (drums)
WHERE: Glasgow
FOR FANS OF: Frightened Rabbit,
Snow Patrol, Coldplay
JIM SAYS: Led by Squirrel (boring
story — apparently he looked like
one at school), This Silent Forest
bridge the gap between folk and
orchestral pop.
Debuting as a singer-songwriter
at 2008’s Connect Festival, joined
only by his sister Lesley, they soon
developed into a full band.
Initially featuring the conventional guitar, bass and drums
line-up, it wasn’t quite what Squirrel

was looking for. Fate intervened,
and the opportunity to work with a
15-piece orchestra at Glasgow’s
Old Fruitmarket at the end of 2009
took him in a different direction.
Refocused with a new line-up
featuring more orchestration, and
starting to write collectively, the sixpiece band released their stunning
debut single Falter Discover last

month. Airplay on key radio shows
and write-ups in the coolest blogs
put them in a strong position for
mainstream crossover.
Compared favourably to fellow
Scots The Twilight Sad, Frightened
Rabbit, Admiral Fallow & Broken
Records, they fit in perfectly with
the swell of alt. folk bands breaking
out at the moment.
It may be unfair to lump them into
any particular scene, as This Silent
Forest are genuinely different, but
if it helps them get on, I’m game.
Set to release The Fight as a
second single, further touring is on
the horizon and hopefully some
festival appearances.
With some amazing songs and
an epic sound, expect big things.
MORE: facebook.com/thissilentforest
Q Hear Jim on Amazing Radio,
Sunday 2-4pm (DAB digital radio
& online) — jimgellatly.com

HOT
GIGS

SANDI THOM — tonight, Aberdeen Lemon Tree,
01224 641122; TREY SONGZ — tonight,
Glasgow O2 ABC, 08444 999 999; BRING ME
THE HORIZON — Sunday, Glasgow O2
Academy, 0844 477 2000; METRONOMY —

Monday, Edinburgh Cabaret Voltaire, 08444
999 999; DAVID GUETTA — Wednesday,
Glasgow Braehead Arena, 08444 999 999;
KASSIDY — Thursday, Glasgow O2 ABC, 08444
999 999

By SIMON COSYNS

fantastic to be honest. The
artwork we chose reflects
the light and dark aspects of
This Modern Glitch.
A group of friends having
a picnic on a beautiful day,
but individually they are
battling their own ferocious
demons inside, represented
by the chaise-longues.

A QUICK glance at the
top of the charts will
tell you one thing –
there aren’t enough
British bands mixing it
with the Adeles and
Rihannas of this
world.

I read that early efforts for
the album were rejected. Did
you have a bit of a rethink?

There
was
no
real
rejection. Our label pushed
us extremely hard, but we
pushed
ourselves
even
harder. We didn’t want to
do what so many other
bands have done and make a
second album that didn’t cut
the mustard. We knew what we
had to do and we didn’t stop
until we had done it.

One
outfit
certain
to
gatecrash the girl
party
are
Liverpool’s
The
Wombats,
back
with
second
album
This
Modern Glitch.

INDIE dance stars The
Draymin are riding the
crest of a wave again —
just months after it
seemed their dreams of
stardom had hit the rocks.

Long regarded as one of
Scotland’s best unsigned outfits, they looked to have
missed the boat when frontman Fraser Penman quit last
year and took a job on a
North Sea platform.
But they are back together —
and bigger and better than
ever.
Fraser explained: “The band
have been together for five
years, but in December we split
up. It was all down to me.
“I was working for a big gas
company and they were cutting the jobs
by half.
“I panicked
and when I
was offered a
transfer
to
work offshore
for the same
company,
I
had a mortgage to pay, so
I took the job.
“At the time
I thought I would be away offshore a lot, so The Draymin
decided to have a break.
“In the end, I was hardly offshore at all, so we ended up
getting back together and introduced a new keyboard player.
“When Cal Nicol joined the
band he gave us a new dimension that felt fresh again.
“That made my mind up, so
I got another job which gave
me more time to concentrate
on the band.”
Now the lads from Rosyth,
Fife — Fraser, Cal, Fraser’s
brother and guitarist Craig
Penman, bass player Grec
Livingstone
and
drummer
Gary Louch — hope to make a
real splash on the music scene.
And Fraser insists they are
ready to do just that — unlike
the last time they seemed
destined for better things.
He said: “We played T In
The Park in 2007 on the T
Break Stage and at the time
we had a lot of hype surrounding us — so much so, we got
invited to EMI to record.
“We could have got signed
up there and then but it just
didn’t feel right. We felt we
weren’t good enough.
“It felt a bit of a letdown,

By EMMA JACKSON
like our chance at making it
big had been and gone.
“By getting the new keyboard player and changing our
sound, we are definitely ready
for it. We’re good enough now.
“It’s hard for a band from
Scotland to make it. You have
to get down to London, that’s
where it all happens.
“The A&R people like our
music, but they want to see us
live, so we have to get down
there and get noticed.
“Being tied up with our jobs,
all we can really do is use our
holidays and long weekends
and go down to London for a
few nights and try and do as
much as we physically can.”
With their new EP, Smoke
And Mirrors doing incredibly
well, the band have also their
sights
on
returning to T.
Fraser said:
“I’d love to
play on the
BBC Introducing stage.
“It would be
brilliant — we
would attract a
big crowd and
we wouldn’t let
anyone down.”
The Draymin also impressed
during a stunning session at
The Sun’s Bizarre HQ.
Fraser added: “We had to do
a cover and we thought of
doing Rolling In The Deep by
Adele.
But
someone
had
already done that, so it was
back to the drawing board.
“With Someone Like You
being so big after the Brit
Awards, it was the perfect
song to put our own spin on.
“We went down to rehearse
and found out that The View
had just done a version of it.
“We
were
gutted
and
couldn’t believe it, but we
thought ‘b****r it, let’s just do
it and see what happens’. I’m
glad that we did it. People
have gone crazy for it.
“Doing the Bizarre Session
has got us some major interest
over the past couple of weeks.
“I’m not getting my hopes
up, we will just have to wait
and see. The positive press is
a big help, though.”
Q Smoke And Mirrors is available
now. Catch The Draymin at Capitol,
Glasgow, on April 23. To watch
their fantastic version of Someone
Like You, visit thesun.co.uk. For
more information on the band, visit
thedraymin.co.uk

{We could have
been signed by
EMI but it just
didn’t feel right|

Does being called The Wombats
help make you bigger in Australia
than you might have been?

The
trio’s
upbeat
marriage of
guitar rock and synth-pop is
primed for A-list radio as well
as summer festival action.
Yet the album, complete with
artwork by Pink Floyd legend
Storm Thorgerson, comes with a
dark back story and lyrics at
odds with the sunny tunes.
Singer Matthew Murphy has
suffered from depression since
his mid-teens, a subject he
openly deals with on the
anthemic Anti-D.
Here, exclusively for SFTW,
he tells about his battle and
brings The Wombats’ story bang
up-to-date.

Perhaps it sparked the initial
interest in the band, but I
refuse to believe that’s why we
do so well over there.
I mean a band name is just a
band name isn’t it? The songs
and the music are what’s going
to connect with people or not.

Your early work was released in
Japan first. Why is your connection with that country so strong?

A tiny Japanese indie label
contacted us through MySpace
and said they wanted to release
an album of ours.
The deal was about three
pages long and they said they’d
give us 2,000 dollars to cover
the recording costs. We thought
“why not”!
We
have
never
been
particularly
successful
over
there, but all three of us have a
mutual love for the country and
its culture.
When we first went to Tokyo,
our jaws literally dropped.

What were the key advances in
the sound of This Modern Glitch
and your debut album?

A Guide To Love, Loss &
Desperation was recorded in 17
days and mixed in six. It was
essentially a punk record and
all we thought about was trying
to transfer the energy from our
live shows on to a CD.
The idea of doing a guitar,
bass and drums album again
was not overly appealing and
for This Modern Glitch we felt
the need to push ourselves in
terms of the sonics.
We
spent
a
lot
longer
experimenting
with
various
sounds, occasionally throwing
the kitchen sink at it and watching intently to see what stuck.

What inspired the track Tokyo
(Vampires & Wolves)?

The song is about the need I
personally felt to better Let’s
Dance To Joy Division and to
not be pigeonholed by it.
Time will tell if I was successful or not. The first time we
went to Tokyo, we ended up in
this crazy little bar called Edge
End. I’ve since wanted to
re-live that night over and over
again and that’s the bar that
I’m referring to.

What type of album were you
trying to make?

We never really think about
“what we should do” — it
creates a certain amount of
creative claustrophobia which is
never productive, although I do
think we wanted to make a
bolder statement with this
album.
Lyrically, it’s a lot more
honest and personal, possibly
overly personal at times. But
this is something that has
always
been
of
utmost
importance to me. Writing
fiction just isn’t as exciting.

How were you affected by the
recent tsunami?

Initially we were in a state of
shock and disbelief. Having
watched
those
horrendous
apocalyptic movies it was hard
to take in.
Our
thoughts
are
with
everybody there and we’ve been
collecting money at our gigs for
the Japanese Red Cross.
It may not be much but
anything we can do, we will.

What’s
the
story
behind
Schumacher The Champagne?

What inspired the album title?

It’s a lyric pulled from our
song called 1996. To me it’s
about inner conflict, something
I think everyone feels, and
something the three of us definitely felt making this album.

Anti-D deals with your depression.
Were you in a very dark place?

This song was born when I
was coming off anti-depressants
in Barcelona. I was extremely
dizzy and nauseous. I felt too ill
to really feel depressed.
I wouldn’t say it was a dark
time as I was extremely happy
about the song I was writing.
It was more a feeling of saying goodbye to something that
played a huge part in my life.

How long
from it?

have

you

suffered

Since I was about 16 or 17,
but it took me until I was 22
before I started taking any
medication, shortly after we
signed our record deal.

Did you find it hard to deal with

the success and ensuing mayhem
of the first album?

It only became difficult when
we stopped touring and started
to work on our follow-up.
Everything grew organically.
There were only a few times
when we felt overawed —
Glastonbury for example.
Success didn’t happen overnight, we worked hard for it.
But when 2009 came and we
were looking back at the last
few years, we were like “F***,
did we really do that?!”

Do you think people are surprised
about your depression considering the upbeat nature of The
Wombats’
music
and,
in
particular, Anti-D’s tune?

I don’t think so. It affects a
lot of people.
Maybe the people who take

our songs at face value will be
shocked. Lyrically we have
never been “happy-go-lucky”.
It’s only the music that has
ever been overtly upbeat.

It’s
clearly
given
you
inspiration . . . so do you take real
positives from writing about bad
times in your music?

Yes, songwriting has always
been a form of psychotherapy
for me. It allows me to say
things I wouldn’t have the
confidence to say in reality.
In Anti-D’s case I felt a lot of
relief when we had finished
arranging it, as though I had
put those feelings to bed if only
for a split second.

And do you feel you’ve turned a
corner with it now?

Nope — but it’s great to be
busy. I don’t really have time to

feel low at the moment. When
I’m with Dan (Haggis) and Tord
(Øverland-Knudsen),
I’m
a
completely different person to
when I’m on stage and when
I’m on stage I’m a completely
different person to when I’m
alone. It’s when I’m alone that
things start to get “freaky”.

Were you pleased to have the
great Storm Thorgerson’s artwork
and what is the thinking behind
the album cover image?

More than pleased. The guy is
a bonafide legend.
I met up with him for a few
hours in Liverpool and we
chatted in a lot of depth about
“matters of life, art and
music” . . . to quote Storm.
We talked a lot about psychotherapy. He sent over about 30
drawings, which were all pretty

A friend of mine in Liverpool
mentioned the phrase to me.
Schumacher is a verb. Well,
it’s not yet but I hope it will
become one.
The idea of blasting a
champagne cork in the air and
spraying the foam into your
face even though you came last
felt quite exciting.

Talking of Germans, I see you’re
in Germany . . . how’s the tour
going?
Amazing, the German crowds
are awesome. They clap in time!

And how are the new songs
playing out live?

Considering nobody’s heard
most of them, the reaction has
been insane. We are no longer
worried about how they will be
received, we’re just bashing
them out with confidence at the
moment. Great vibes.

How will you celebrate if the
album hits No1?
If we go in at No1, you’ll
read about my antics thereafter
in this very paper!

